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Web Design and Development

Analysis

Structure

UI Design

Copyright

Media Types

CSS

HTML

JavaScript

Testing

Evaluation



Computer Systems
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Data Representation

Environmental Impact

Security Precautions
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Relational DB 
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Testing
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Software Design and 
Development



Software Development Process

Analysis

Design

Implementation

Testing

Documentation

Evaluation

Maintenance

This is an 
iterative
process



Software Development Process

Analysis Identify inputs, processes and outputs

Design
User Interface (annotated wireframe) 
Logic (pseudocode)

Implementation
Create User Interface
Write program

Testing
Does it work? 
Compare expected outputs with actual outputs

Documentation
User Guide
Technical Guide

Evaluation Does the solution meet the specification?

Maintenance
Fix bugs
Add extra features



Analysis

Create a Software Specification which details the purpose and
functional requirements.

This should include:

• Inputs – information that needs to be entered by the user

• Processes – tasks that the program will carry out

• Outputs – information that is displayed



Analysis to Programming

Input Commands Processes Output Commands

name = input("What 
is your name?")

print("Your name is")
print(name)



Design

• This is the process of planning a solution

• the more time spent at this stage reduces the chance
of errors further in the development.

• This is the stage where the program designer creates
the algorithms.

• Algorithm = Steps to solve a problem



Design

The way we represent the design or algorithm is called
the design notation.

• There are three design notations:
• Structure Diagrams

• Flow charts

• Pseudocode



Design

Design Notations –
Flow Chart

• Shows order of steps

• Uses different 
shapes for different 
kind of 
steps/commands



Design

Design Notations 
– Flow Chart

Start

End

...

Complete the Flowchart for 
Task 5



Design 
Starter

Design Notations 
– Flow Chart

Start

End

...
Complete the Flowchart for 
Task 17



Design: Flowcharts for loops

Fixed Loop Conditional Loop



Design

Design Notations - Pseudocode

Pseudocode is used to design the
detailed logic of the program.

As general rule you should try to have a
line of pseudocode for each line of your
final program code.

It lets you plan your program without
having to worry about the particular
syntax of your chosen programming
language.

You should be able to take this and
implement it in any language.

REPEAT with loop = 1 to no_pupils

RECEIVE array_name[loop] FROM KEYBOARD

REPEAT UNTIL array_score[loop] <= 100

SEND “Enter score” & loop TO DISPLAY

RECEIVE array_score[loop] FROM KEYBOARD

IF array_score[loop]>100 THEN

SEND “Error” TO DISPLAY

END IF

END REPEAT

END REPEAT



Design

Design Notations – Structure Diagram
Structure charts are used to
represent the different sub-
programs within a program.

They allow you to break down a
problem into smaller chunks. These
smaller chunks can then be worked
on one at a time.

Structure diagrams must be read
from the top down from left to
right.



Design

User Interface Design - Wireframe
The User Interface of any software is the part which
users experience and is therefore a crucial part of the
design process

A Wireframe is a visual representation of how the User
Interface will look

It contains basic information like the position of pictures,
text and buttons

Your design should include how and where data will be
input and output



Implementation= 
Programming(Coding)

the_answer

25



Variables

A variable is a location in memory used by a program to store data. All
variables have:

Name:

• It is given a name to identify it to the user and to the program.

Value:

• All variables should have an initial value(variable initialisation)

Declaration

• variables are declared before they are used

Datatype
• What kind of data, values is the variable holding (variable initialisation)

exam_Mark

75

user_name

Steven

the_answer

25



Data Types

Integer
Stores a positive or 

negative whole number

8, -56, 300

Real(float)
Stores a positive or 

negative decimal number

6.2, -99.6, 55.423

String

Stores an item of text

“Hello”, “Scott”, “eh4 1eg”

Boolean

A two state variable

True/False, Yes/No, On/Off

Character

Stores a single character

“A”, “z”, “p”



Data Types in Python

Example Data Type

x = str("Hello World")
x = str(input("What is your name?"))

str

x = int(20)
x = int(input("What is the temperature 
today?"))

int

x = float(20.5)
x = float(input("What is the price of the 
book?"))

float



Computational Constructs

Assignment Statement

• Assigning a value to a variable means putting a value into a variable.

Eg. morning_temperature = 5

• The value can be direct value or the result of a calculation.

Eg. afternoon_temperature= morning_temperature + 5



Computational Constructs

String Concatenation
The operation of joining two strings together.

Eg. full_name= first_name + sur_name

Eg. print("Hi" + full_name + ", have a nice + str(day) + "of
October!")

Reminder! use str() to make numbers to strings before joining them with 
+



Computational Constructs

Operation Symbol

Addition +

Subtraction -

Multiplication *

Division /

Exponential (Powers) **

Modulo (Division 
Remainder)

%

Arithmetic Operations(Calculations)

Reminder! use int() or 
float() to make your 

inputs numbers before doing 
math operations



Selection in Python

Simple Conditional Statements

A simple condition depends upon one conditional statement being either
true or false.

If If - Else

a = 33
b = 200
if b > a:
print("b is greater than a")

a = 33
b = 32
if b > a:
print("b is greater than a")

else:
print("a is greater than b")

Diamond shape in 
Flowchart



Computational Constructs

Comparison Symbol

Equal to ==

Not equal to !=

Greater than >

Greater than or equal to >=

Less than <

Less than or equal to <=

Comparisons



Multiple Selection in Python

If, Elif, Else

• Multiple selection allows the programmer to combine two or more If S
tatements together.

• This is much more efficient than having a long list of separate IF
Statements

• a multiple IF statement uses less of the processors time because as soon
as one matching condition is found, the rest can be ignored.

Example!



Selection with Complex Conditions

A complex condition depends upon two or more conditional statements
being true or false.

and or not

a = 200
b = 33
c = 500
if a > b and c > a:
print("Both conditions are 

True")

a = 200
b = 33
c = 500
if a > b or a > c:
print("At least one of the 

conditions is True")

a = 200
b = 33

if not (a<b) :
print("a is larger than b")



Computational Constructs

Conditional Loop

A conditional loop is when a set of instructions is repeated until or while a
condition is true.

i = 1
while i < 6:

print(i)
i += 1



Computational Constructs

Fixed Loop

A fixed loop is used to repeat a set of instructions a specific number of
times.

for x in range(1, 5):
print(x)



Data Structures: Arrays N5

• a list of items of the same data type.

• Each element of the array is identified by an index number

Index 0 1 2 3

Value 5 6 7 5



Data Structures: Arrays N5

Index 0 1 2 3

Value 12 25 14 15

1) initialise array in Python:
cars = ["Ford", "Volvo", "BMW"]
temperatures= [12,25,14,15]



Data Structures: Arrays N5

Index 0 1 2 3

Value 12 25 14 15

2) Access the Elements of an Array:

temperatures[0] ?
temperatures[1] ?
temperatures[4] ?



Data Structures: Arrays N5

Index 0 1 2 3

Value 12 25 14 15

2) Access the Elements of an Array:

x=temperature[0] print(x) ?

x=temperature[1] print(x)

x=temperature[4] print(x)



Data Structures: Arrays N5

Index 0 1 2 3

Value 12 25 14 15

2) Change the value of an element :

temperature[0] = 8
print( temperature[0] )

temperature[1] = 100
print( temperature[1] )



Standard Algorithms

• Input Validation - Used to ensure that the data entered by a user is 
valid.

(E.g. A program requires a score between 0 and 100, input validation would be used to ensure 
that values below 0 above 100 were rejected.)

Task 32

• Running Total – Used to calculate a total in a loop. (More efficient than 
other methods)
Task 41

• Traversing a 1-D Array – Used to execute commands through all 
elements of the array.

(E.g. Count Occurrences - count the number of times a value appears in an array)

Task 41,42



Standard Algorithms

Input Validation

E.g. The score should be between 0 and 10

Python Comment

score= int(input("Please enter the score:")) #Initialise score as int from user input

while score<0 or score>10: #Conditional loop – Instructions inside the 
loop will be repeated until the score is 
between 0 and 10

print("The score should be between 0 and 10!")
#Print an error message

score= int(input("Please enter the score:"))
#Ask for a new valid score



Standard Algorithms

Traversing a 1-D Array (Count Occurrences)

E.g. How many adults in the array?

Python Comment

ages=[13,34,32,2,62,45,18,14,43,44]

adults = 0
#initialising array and variable

for counter in range (0,10):

#Fixed loop - Instructions inside the loop will 
be repeated 10 times

if ages[counter] >=18: #Checks if the current value in the array is 
>= 18

adults= adults+1
#Adds 1 to the current value in the variable 
adults



Standard Algorithms

Running Total 

E.g. Calculate the sum of scores

Python Comment

scores=[0,2,4,5,1,0]

total =0
#initialising array and variable

for counter in range (0,6):

#Fixed loop - Instructions inside the loop will 
be repeated 6 times (from 0 to 5)

total= total + scores[counter] # Each time the new total is previous value 
of total + the current scores element



Computational Constructs

Pre-Defined Functions

• A function is used in a program to return a value.

• A pre-defined function is already built into a programming

language and performs a specific calculation, manipulates text

or formats values.

• Functions and predefined functions require parameters, this

is the information required to complete the operation, these

are the values given in brackets.



Predefined Functions

x= len(cars)
#Length of array
# Returns the number of elements in an array

x = round(5.76543, 2)
print(x)

x = round(5.76543)
print(x)

# Rounds the value in the variable x to 2 decimal 
places

#Default is round to integer

import random
x=random.random()

x=random.randint(3, 9)

#!!!Put this code at the top of the program
#Returns a random decimal between 0 and 1

#Returns a random integer between 3 and 9 
including



Testing

The purpose of testing is to detect and remove errors in a
program.

We compare expected outputs with actual outputs to determine
whether or not the program behaves in the way that it should.

We create a set of test data, if the program works correctly for all of
the test data then we can reasonably assume that the program will
work for other inputs.



Test Data

A program should be tested with Normal, Extreme and Exceptional test data.

Normal – Every day data which the program should accept and which is
within the expected range for the program.

Extreme – Data that is on the boundaries of what should be acceptable /
data that is on the limits that the program is designed to cope with.

Exceptional – Data that wouldn’t normally be acceptable. The program should
reject this data. Designed to test whether or not the program can
cope with unexpected data. Input validation should handle this cases.



Test Table - Example

A program is required which asks a school pupil to enter their age into a
database. The age entered must be between 11 and 18.

Test Type Test Data Expected Output Actual Output

1
Normal

12 12

2 16 16

3
Extreme

11 11

4 18 18

5

Exceptional

6 Error Message

6 22 Error Message

7 -12 Error Message

8 z Error Message



Test Table

Test Type Test Data Expected Output Actual Output

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8



Errors - Syntax

Syntax errors are typing or spelling mistakes at the program.

Examples

Misspelling a reserved word

• RANDON instead of RANDOM

Variable names

• variable is declared as HIGH_SCORE, but later on it is mistyped as
HIGH_SORE



Errors –Execution (Run Time)

Execution errors don’t come to light until the program is executed or run.

A execution error happens when a program gets data but doesn’t know
what to do with it.

Examples

• Dividing by 0

• Trying to put a name into an integer variable

• Infinite loops



Errors - Logic

Logic errors occur when the program

• has the wrong commands or

• the commands are not in the correct order or sequence.

Logic errors can be hard to spot because the program might run but the end
result might be incorrect and without thorough testing it may go unnoticed.

Example

• volume = length + breadth + height

• Right answer: volume = length * breadth * height



Questions

1. Errors can be classified as syntax, execution or logic errors. Describe
each of these three types of errors.

2. Which type of error is present in each of the following pieces of
programming code?

a) Area = Length + Breadth
b) MyShare = PrizeMoney / 0
c) NetSalary = Tax – GrossSalary
d) Average = Score1 + Score2 / 2
e) If Age > 21 :

Suitable = Flase

3. Write one example of each type of error in Python



Evaluation

Fit for Purpose

• Does it solve the problem it was
supposed to solve?

• Does it do the things we defined during 
the Analysis phase (requirements)?



Evaluation

Efficiency
Software is considered to be efficient if it avoids using resources
unnecessarily(processor, RAM memory).

This can be achieved with the correct use of programming
constructs.

• Using loops where appropriate

• Organising IF statements properly (not over nesting) and using logical
operators

• Using arrays instead of many different variables



Evaluation

Robust
Software is robust if it is able to cope with mistakes that users
might make or unexpected conditions that might occur.

These should not lead to wrong results or cause the program to
crash.

Put simply, a robust program is one which should never crash.



Evaluation

Readable
Code should be written so that it can be read and understood by others.
The main ways to achieve this is by using:

• Meaningful Variable Names – So the programmer knows what is stored

• Internal Commentary – To explain what parts of the code are used for

• Indentation – So the programmer can see start and end of loops and ifs

• White Space – To break up and clearly see different parts of the code



Database Design and 
Development



Databases

• A database is used to store information.

• Databases are used as they:

• can be searched and sorted very efficiently

• a number of people can use the same information
simultaneously.



Databases Structure

• Databases contain tables. Each table contains records.

• One record is all the data stored about one person or one object.

• The records contain fields; a field is one single piece of information.



Analysis

During the analysis stage of database development, the following
requirements should be identified:

End user requirements
• The end users are the people who are going to be using the database
• Their requirements are the tasks they expect to be able to do using the

database

Functional requirements
• Processes and activities that the system has to perform (e.g. searching and

sorting)
• Information that the system has to contain to be able to carry out its

functions



Analysis

End user requirements
A used-car dealership has six showrooms in different locations across
Scotland. It wants to create a relational database to store details of cars
owned by the company and details of each of their showrooms. The
database will allow sales staff to view details of specific cars and to see
which showroom the cars are located in.

End-Users should be able to:
• Display car details (e.g. make, model, colour, fuel, price, millage)
• Display branch details (e.g. address, phone no)
• Perform searches using:

o Car make and model
o Car colour
o Range of prices



Analysis

Functional requirements
• The relational database will have two tables

• Car details
• Branch details

• Each table requires a suitable primary key

• Fields required:
• CAR: make, model, colour, fuel, price, mileage
• BRANCH: address, phone no

• Simple and complex queries will be used to search the database

• Data should be able to be sorted ascending and descending



Analysis

These requirements will help:
• Clarify the design of the database

• Identify the features to be implemented on the database

• Be used to evaluate whether the system is fit for purpose after
development is complete



• Text - e.g. a person's name

• Number - e.g. the number of books borrowed from a library

• Date - someone's date-of-birth

• Time - the departure of a train

• Boolean - a True or False value

Databases – Field Types



General Data Protection Regulation – GDPR –2018
(Old Data Protection Act 1998)

Companies and organisations like the government hold a lot of
personal data about individuals.

To protect data and people’s rights, the GDPR states that:

1. Data must be processed lawfully, fairly
2. Data must be used only for its specified purpose
3. Data must be limited to the data needed fopr the specified

purpose
4. Data must be accurate and up to date
5. Data must be kept no longer than required
6. Data must be held securely and protected



Database - Validation

Presence Check

Makes sure something is entered 
into the field. It cannot be left 

blank. 

Required

Restricted Choice

Reduces margin for error by only 
letting you select an option from a 

list box.

Datatype->lookup Wizard

Length Check

Restricts the number of 
characters that can be typed into 

a field.

Validation Rules

Len([phone number])=11

Range Check

Makes sure the data entered is 
within certain limits.

Validation Rule

[Age] > 0



Database - Validation

Example: Dogwalking Database

• Presence Check: all fields for both tabls are required

• Range Check: (Age>=0 & Age <=25)

• Resticted Choice: Sex(Male, Female)

• Field Length: Phone number is 11 digits long



Database Structure

If a database only has one table then it can be referred to as a
flat-file database.

A relational database is a database which contains more than
one table. The tables are linked together using relationships
between the tables.



Database Structure

Flat File

Problems

• Insert Anomaly
• Delete Anomaly
• Update Anomaly



Database Structure

Relational

Teacher Table

Department Table



Primary & Foreign Keys

Primary Key
A primary key is a field used to
uniquely identify every record in
the database.

• It has to be unique

• It cannot be left empty

• Can be created artificially

Foreign Key
A foreign key is a primary key
of another table to link the two
tables.



Data Dictionary

A more formal design of the database.

Used to define the

• Entities ->>Tables

• Attributes ->> Fields

• Primary or Foreign Keys

• Data types of fields

• Validations

of which the system is composed



Data Dictionary - Example

A relational database is used by a travel agency to store details of Scottish holiday resorts 

and hotels. The resort and hotel details are arranged in two separate entities.



Data Dictionary - Example



Relationships

A relationship is the way in which
two or more people or things are
connected.

Family relationships categorise
relationships between people, for
example mother, father, aunt and
cousin.

The name of the relationship tells us
how the family members are
connected.



Relationships

Relationships in a database:

• Show how entities are related to
each other

• Have a name

• Have cardinality



Relationships: Cardinality

Cardinality measures the quantity of
something.

In a relationship, it determines the degree
to which one entity is related to another by
answering the question, “How many?”

Examples:
• Each EMPLOYEE must hold one and only one JOB
• Each PRODUCT TYPE must classify one or more PRODUCTs



Data Relationships

One-to-many. One-to-many relationships exist where one
instance of an entity can exist lots of times in another entity.

For example, a Guidance teacher will have many pupils in their
caseload.

One-to-one.

Many-to-many.



ER Diagrams

An entity-relationship diagram is a graphical representation
of the entities in a system.

It is used to illustrate the relationship that exists between two or
more entities.



ER Diagrams

Entities (tables) are represented by softboxes.

Entity names go in the softboxes.

Entity names are always singular and written with all capital
letters.

EMPLOYEE JOB



ER Diagrams

Relationships are lines that connect entities. 

These lines represent Cardinality – they have either a “single 
toe” or a “crow’s foot” at the end of each entity. 

EMPLOYEE JOB

Each EMPLOYEE must hold one and only one JOB
Each JOB must be held by one or more EMPLOYEEs



ER Diagrams

Attributes can be added surrounding the Entities.

EMPLOYEE JOB

Job ID Title

Min 
Salary

Max 
Salary

Emp ID
First 

Name
Last 

Name

Hire 
Date

Job ID *SalaryCommission



Referential Integrity

Referential integrity requires that, whenever a foreign key
value is used it must reference a valid, existing primary key in the
parent table.

Employee_ID First Name Job ID*

A33 Michael 1

B32 Mick 2

H11 Peter 4

Job ID Title

1 Mechanic

2 Hairdresser

3 Lawyer

? Link broken



Advantages of a Relational Database

• Relational databases were developed to avoid unnecessary duplication
of data in the database.

• Easier delete, update, insert operations



Advantages of a Relational Database



SQL

SQL stands for Structured Query Language.

SQL commands are used to manipulate a database.

The most common SQL commands can be used to complete 
most tasks within a database. These commands are:

• SELECT

• INSERT

• UPDATE

• DELETE



Query Design

Planning the design of a query before creating the SQL code is 
good practice.  

It helps to identify the fields required and the purpose of the 
query, together with any search criteria and/or sort order. 

Term Description

SELECT The fields to display

FROM The table used in the query

WHERE The criteria which must be met 

ORDER BY The field and order used to sort the results 



Query in Access

1.Create -> Query Design

add the tables you need then 

go to Query and close

2. View -> SQL view

3.Write your SQL and hit Run



SQL

SELECT Statement
You use SELECT to retrieve information from a database.

A SELECT statement must include a SELECT clause and a FROM 
clause.

SELECT [employee_id], 
[first_name], [last_name]
FROM employees;

EMPLOYEE_ID FIRST_NAME LAST_NAME

100 Steven King

101 Neena Kochhar

102 Lex De Haan

SELECT *
FROM employees;

This gives all records and fields from the 
employee database.



SQL

WHERE Clause
By adding a where clause, the rows are limited to those rows 
where the value of employee_id is 101

SELECT [employee_id], [first_name], [last_name]
FROM employees
WHERE [employee_id] = 101;

EMPLOYEE_ID FIRST_NAME LAST_NAME

101 Neena Kochhar



SQL

Comparison operators in the WHERE Clause
In addition to the “equal to” operator (=), other comparison operators can 
be used to compare expressions:

= equal to

> greater than

< less than WHERE [hire_date] < #01-Jan-2000#

WHERE [salary] > 6000

WHERE [job_id] = ‘Teacher’

Use # before and after 
specific dates in Access 
Queries



SQL

Logical operators in the WHERE Clause
A logical operator combines the results of two or more conditions to produce a single 
result.

AND – returns a true result if both conditions are true

OR - returns a true result if either condition is true

SELECT [last_name], [department_id], 
[salary]
FROM employees
WHERE [department_id] >50 AND 
[salary] > 12000;

SELECT [department_name], 
[manager_id], [location_id]
FROM departments
WHERE [location_id] = 2500 OR 
[manager_id] = 124;



SQL

ORDER BY Clause
SQL uses the ORDER BY clause to order data.

The default order is ascending.

The ORDER BY clause must be the last clause of the SQL statement.

SELECT [last_name], [department_id], 
[salary]
FROM employees
ORDER BY [salary];



SQL

Order of Execution
The order of execution of a SELECT statement is as follows:

• FROM clause: locates the table that contains the data

• WHERE clause: restricts the rows to be returned

• SELECT clause: selects from the tables the columns requested

• ORDER BY clause: orders the result set



SQL

ORDER BY Clause
SQL uses the ORDER BY clause to 
order data.

The ORDER BY clause must be 
the last clause of the SQL 
statement.

The default order is ascending. To 
sort the records in descending 
order use the DESC keyword.

SELECT [last_name], [department_id], 
[salary]
FROM employees
ORDER BY [salary];

SELECT [last_name], [department_id], 
[salary]
FROM employees
ORDER BY [salary] DESC;



SQL

Sorting with Multiple Columns
It is also possible to sort query results by more than one column.

SELECT [last_name], [department_id],
FROM employees
WHERE [department_id] > 50
ORDER BY [last_name] ASC, [salary] DESC;



SQL

Inner-join
In relational databases it is essential to be able to query and return data 
from more than one table.



SQL

INNER JOIN

SELECT [last_name], [job-id], [job_title]

FROM employees INNER JOIN jobs ON 

employees.[job_id] = jobs.[job_id];

WHERE jobs.[job_id] = 1;



SQL

INSERT
The INSERT statement is used to add a new row to a table. The 
statement requires 3 values.

• The name of the table

• The names of the columns

• The corresponding values

INSERT INTO departments ([dept_id], [dept_name], [manager_id])
VALUES (200, ‘Human Resources’, 105)



SQL

UPDATE
The UPDATE statement is used to modify existing records in a table.

Example:

If you omit the where clause, all the records in the table will be updated!

UPDATE Customers
SET [ContactName] = ‘Bob Jones’, [City] =‘Detroit’
WHERE [CustomerID] = 1;



SQL

DELETE
The DELETE statement is used to delete existing records in a table.

Example:

If you omit the where clause, all the records in the table will be deleted!

DELETE FROM Customers
WHERE [CustomerName] = ‘Bill 
Berry’;



Testing

The purpose of testing is to detect and remove errors in the database.

We compare expected outputs with actual outputs to determine
whether or not the database behaves in the way that it should.

We create a set of test queries, if the database works correctly for all
of the test queries then we can reasonably assume that the database
will work for other queries.



Evaluation

Fit for Purpose

This is the most important criteria when
evaluating a database.

Does it meet the requirements?



Web Design and 
Development



World Wide Web

The World Wide Web (WWW) is a collection of multimedia
information stored on the internet.

Internet = Network of 
computers around the 
world

Web = all the 
websites around the 
world



Web Pages vs Websites

Web pages are documents which contain text, graphics, audio and video.

They are stored in locations(folders) on the internet called websites.

A website is a collection of web pages

with information about a topic, person, place,

organisation and much more...

Such as?



The Home Page

The ‘landing’ page of a website is called the home page. 

Home pages provide the user with links to other pages in the website. 

The process of jumping from one page
to another or from one part of a web
page to another part of the same page
is achieved by using hyperlinks.



The URL

Each page on the internet has a unique address called its 
URL(Uniform Resource Locator.)

The URL is made up of several component parts.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk.html

Protocol Domain
Name

Pathway Filename

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk.html


The URL

• Protocol - An agreed set of rules between the sender 
and the receiver that is used to transfer the file. (e.g. HTTP)

• Domain Name - The address of the server computer that is 
hosting the page.

Dots separate the different parts of the address.
The parts are used to specify the type of organisation and country in which it 
is based.

• Pathway - Specifies the route to the page.

• Filename- The name of the actual file being accessed.



Questions

1. Every web page is filled with dozens of these, each sending you to some related web 
page or picture/file. What am I?

2. What does URL stand for and what is it?

3. The URL of BBC Bitesize learn section webpage is shown 
below. https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/learn

Split this URL into its 4 component parts and describe each with your own words.

4.   Copy and complete the tables below.

Part Meaning

.com

.edu

.org

.gov

Part Country

.uk

.fr

.nz

.it

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/learn


HTML

HyperText Mark-up Language

A mark-up language is a programming language used for describing how
text and other media are presented to the user

HTML is used to create documents and webpages which can be viewed by
using a web browser

The code used to set the formatting is called a tag.

Each tag has a start (open) which looks like this <html>

Most tags have an end (close) which looks like this </html>



HTML Main Structure

<html>

<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
</head>

<body>
The content of the document......
</body>

</html>



HTML Main Structure

<html>

</html>

Information for the 
Browser

Information to be 
displayed on the 
page.

<html>

<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
</head>

<body>
The content of the document......
</body>

</html>



HTML Tags

<HTML>

This tag is used to tell the browser
that this is an HTML document.

This will be the first and last tag in
and HTML document.

(Except when including the
<!DOCTYPE> tag)

<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
</head>

<body>
The content of the document......
</body>

</html>



HTML Tags

<HEAD>

This tag is used as a container for
various different elements.

This will include a title for the
document, scripts, styles, metadata,
and links to CSS and JavaScript
files.

<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
</head>

<body>
The content of the document......
</body>

</html>



HTML Tags

<TITLE>

This tag is required in all HTML
documents and it defines the title
of the document.

It is used to display a title:

• In the browser window

• When the page is added to
favourites

• In search engine results

<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
</head>

<body>
The content of the document......
</body>

</html>



HTML Tags

<BODY>

This tag is used to define the
document's body.

It contains all the contents of an
HTML document, such as text,
hyperlinks, images, tables, lists,
etc.

<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
</head>

<body>
The content of the document......
</body>

</html>



HTML Tags

Heading: <H1> … <H6>

The <h1> to <h6> tags are
used to define HTML headings.

<h1> defines the most
important (biggest) heading.

<h6> defines the least
important (smallest) heading.

<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
</head>

<body>
<h1>This is heading 1</h1>
<p>This is some text in a paragraph.</p>
</body>

</html>



<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
</head>

<body>
<h1>This is heading 1</h1>
<p>This is some text in a paragraph.</p>
</body>

</html>

HTML Tags

Paragraph: <P>

The <p> tag defines a
paragraph.

Browsers automatically add
some space (margin) before
and after each <p> element.
The margins can be modified
with CSS (with the margin
properties).



HTML Tags

Lists: Unordered
The list items will be marked with
numbers by default

The list items will be marked with
bullets (small black circles) by
default.

Lists: Ordered

<ol>
<li>Coffee</li>
<li>Tea</li>
<li>Milk</li>

</ol>

1.Coffee
2.Tea
3.Milk

<ul>
<li>Coffee</li>
<li>Tea</li>
<li>Milk</li>

</ul>

•Coffee
•Tea
•Milk



HTML Tags

Hyperlinks: <A>

<a href="https://www.w3schools.com">Visit W3Schools.com!</a>

The <a> tag defines a hyperlink, which is used to link from one page to
another.

The most important attribute of the <a> element is the href attribute,
which indicates the link's destination.



HTML Tags

Images: <IMG>

<img src="smiley.gif" alt="Smiley face" height="42" width="42">

The <img> tag defines an image in an HTML page.

The <img> tag has two required attributes: src and alt.

The image tag can be placed anywhere inside the body section of your
webpage. It does not require an end tag.



Hyperlinks

A hyperlink could be a piece of text or a picture that is ‘clickable’

Generally when the mouse pointer hovers over a link it changes
from an arrow to a hand icon.

Hyperlinks allow the user to navigate within a site or to find
further information on other sites.

Hyperlinks can be internal or external.



Hyperlinks

Internal V External

Internal
Links to another page or file within
the same website
<a href="swimming.html">Swimming<
/a>

External
Links to a different website

<a href="https://www.w3school
s.com">Visit
W3Schools.com!</a>

Relative V Absolute

Relative

Uses a path from the current
page to the destination page.

Example:

/sport.html

Absolute

Uses the complete URL.

Example:

www.bbc.co.uk/weather.html



Analysis

At the start of the analysis stage the web development team must identify the
end-user group or target audience. This is the group of people that are most
likely to use the website.

Having a clear idea of the target audience means that the website can be designed
to best suit that group.

They must then identify the requirements of the website.

There are two different types of requirements:

• End-User Requirements

• Functional Requirements

End-user groups:

• Young children
• Inexperienced users
• Expert users
• Users who require 

additional features to aid 
accessibility



Analysis

End-User Requirements
These are the tasks that the end-users need to be able to carry out.

This may involve using particular accessibility software or hardware and
could inform functional requirements.

Example – School Website

End-Users should be able to:
• Navigate the website easily
• Access information about different subjects
• View the school calendar
• Access school contact information
• Search for information



Analysis

Functional Requirements
These are the processes that the website must be able to carry out. These
should take account of the end-user requirements.

Functional requirements would also include any interaction with a database
that the website needs to function.

Example – School Website

• All pages should link back to the home page
• The home page should have links to all sections of the website
• The home page must include a search bar
• Calendar?



Website Structure

Refers to how navigation on a website is structured.

There are three main ways to structure pages on a website:
• Linear

• Hierarchical

• Web



Website Structure

Web pages can only be accessed in order, perhaps by topic or
chronologically.

Linear



Website Structure

Web pages are organised into groups and subgroups, and users ‘drill’ down
through categories or groups to get to specific pages or subgroups.

Hierarchical



Website Structure

Users get to web pages from a number of/many routes.

Web



HTML Tags

Anchor: <A HREF = “#…”>

<h2 id="C4">Chapter 4</h2>

An anchor is used to allow readers to jump to specific parts of a Web page.

To make an anchor, you must first create the anchor, and then add a link to
it.

When the link is clicked, the page will scroll to the location with the anchor.

<a href="#C4">Jump to Chapter 4</a>



CSS

Cascading Style Sheets
HTML is designed to define the content of a web page but not the
format. So the World Wide Web Consortium (WC3) created CSS.

CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheets and they define how the
different elements of a web page are to be displayed.

HTML: what is to be displayed and

CSS: how it is to be displayed.

Styles are saved in a .css file.



CSS

Cascading Style Sheets

CSS rules are used to set the format of elements on a web page.

For example:
• Positioning - left, right, centre
• Text formatting - bold, underline, italics, colour, font, size
• How objects look - background colour, border, border colour



CSS Syntax

p {
font-family: verdana;
font-size: 20px;

}

CSS Rule:

Selector Declaration{
Attribute: Value;
}



CSS

Stylesheets
Although CSS can be written inline by using the style attribute in an HTML 
tag, it is best to keep CSS separate, it is possible to apply styles to elements 
within a single web page if required.

There are two different types of Stylesheet:

• Internal

• External

https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_howto.asp

https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_howto.asp


CSS

Internal Stylesheets
Used to apply rules to a single 
page.

Internal stylesheets are 
defined in the head section of 
an HTML page inside 
<style>…</style> tags 

<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
<style>
body {background-color: #FF0000;} 
</style>
</head>

<body>
<h1>This is heading 1</h1>
<p>This is some text in a paragraph.</p>
</body>

</html>



CSS

Attributes
Regardless of the type of selector you
are using the attributes remain the
same.

The ones you need to be aware of at
this level are:
• Text

• font (family and size)
• colour
• alignment

• Background colour

See examples of each to the right

body {
background-color: lightblue;

}

h1 {
color: white;
text-align: center;

}

p {
font-family: verdana;
font-size: 20px;

}



CSS

External Stylesheets
With an external style
sheet, you can change
the look of an entire
website by changing just
one file!

Each page must include
a reference to the
external style sheet file
inside the <link> tag.

The stylesheet must be
saved with a .css
extension

<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="theme.css">
</head>

<body>
The content of the document......
</body>

</html>



CSS

Element Selectors

Selectors are used to select the element(s)
you want to style.

Element selectors will directly affect an HTML
tag of the same name, so they are simply
the name of the tag as a piece of text.

The example to the right would be applied to
all <p> tags.

p {
font-family: verdana;
font-size: 20px;

}



HTML Tags

<LINK>

This tag is used to
define a link between
a document and an
external resource.

It is used to used to
link to external style
sheets.

<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="theme.css">
</head>

<body>
The content of the document......
</body>

</html>



HTML Tags

<DIV>
<html>
<head>
<title>Title of the document</title>
</head>

<body>
<div style="color:#0000FF">
<h1>This is heading 1</h1>
<p>This is some text in a paragraph.</p>
</div>
</body>

</html>

The <div> tag defines a
division or a section in an
HTML document.

The <div> tag is used to group
block-elements to format them
with CSS.



CSS

Advantages of external stylesheet

The layout of many documents can be controlled from one style sheet.

The user gets a more precise control over layout than by using HTML
tags.

If a style sheet is created for a web page then the programmer does
not need to insert hundreds of different tags for formatting. If the
design is to be changed then it is only the style sheet that needs to be
changed - not the entire website.



CSS 

Which CSS is "stronger"?

• Inline

• Internal

• External

Over-writes...

Over-writes...



CSS

Class Selectors -> to group elements
These start with a full-stop and apply to HTML tags
where the class attribute matches the text following
the full-stop.

They are similar to ID selectors, but can apply to
multiple HTML sections.

.centered {
text-align: center;

}

<h1 class=“centered”>This heading will be centered</h1>

<p class=“centered”>This is also centered text</p>



CSS

ID Selectors -> to seperate elements
These start with a # symbol and will only affect an
HTML tag where the id attribute matches the text
following the # symbol.

They are normally only used to affect one particular
tag, so the ID should be unique to that tag.

The CSS with the #offer id will only affect sections
of an HTML document which use this id.

#offer {
font-weight: bold;
font-size: 20px;

}

<p id=“offer”>Higher Computing</p>



User Interface Design

The user interface just means how a piece of software and the user
communicate together

This is how the software gives the user feedback and how the user inputs
data into the program.

This has evolved from punch cards and command line to GUI’s,
touchscreens and newer technologies.



User Interface Design

When creating an information system such as a web page it is important to
consider the End-Users. Things to consider are:

• Age group
• Expert / Novice
• Level of education
• Geographical location
• Accessibility

If the design does not cater for the needs and preferences of the intended
audience then users will choose not to use the information system.

A website or presentation about computer games targeted at teenagers will
look very different from a resource about cake-baking for adults.

End-User Group Types



User Interface Design

Wire-Framing



User Interface Design

Wireframes are used to show the visual layout of a webpage.

They should clearly show:
• Navigational links

• Text areas

• Media (including file format)

• Position of hyperlinks on the page

Wireframes should also include notes on formatting. (bg colour, 
font, font size, alignment, font colour, size of images etc.)



Prototyping

Low Fidelity prototypes:

• include more detail than a wireframe:
• text areas might contain all intended text

• image and video areas might contain hand-drawn versions of the 
final image/video still

• normally created using pen and paper.

• shown to the end-user group to get feedback that will 
be considered when the final version of the site is being 
developed.



User Interface Design

Effective User Interface design involves considering the User Requirements
carefully and paying particular attention to the Visual Layout and
Readability of the webpage.

Other aspects to be considered are:

• Navigational Links

• Consistency

• Relative vertical positioning of media

• File formats of the media



User Interface Design

Effective use of White space gives the
reader‘s eyes a rest and separates one type of
information from another.

Use coloured panels to identify different areas
of the screen.

Balance the graphics and text so that there is a
similar amount on each page

Visual Layout



User Interface Design

This involves making sure the page, including the
font, is easy to read, also by thinking about the
level of difficulty of the language used.

• Avoid using all capitals

• Use large enough text

• Keep text left aligned

• Use a contrasting background colour for that
page against the text colour.

Too much text clutters up the screen!

Readability



User Interface Design

Ways to get around a site should be easy
to find and clear.

Methods:

• Hyperlinks

• Navigation Bars

• Menus

• Searching

• Breadcrumbs

• Tag Clouds

• Site Map

Navigational Links



User Interface Design

Consistency means making everything on the
page and website match.

Everything should have a similar theme to
make the design look professional and easy on
the eye.

• Navigation buttons in the same place

• Use same fonts, colours etc.

• Maintain balance of text and graphics

Consistency



User Interface Design

Relative Vertical Positioning of Media



User Interface Design

Text Graphics Video Audio

TXT
RTF

BMP
GIF

JPEG
PNG

MPEG
AVI

MP3
WAV

File Formats of the Media

We will discuss some of these in more detail.



Media Types

Native File Formats
A native file format is one that can only
be recognised by the computer
program that was used to create it.

For example:

• .doc

• .xls

• .psd



Media Types

Standard File Formats
A standard file format is one that can
be recognised by other computer
programs different from the one that
was used to create it.

Standard file formats exist for text, sound,
graphics and video files.



Media Types

Audio Standard File Formats

Compression Quality File Size

WAV
Uncompressed or 

Lossless
High Large

MP3 Lossy
Lower than WAV - but 

not normally noticeable 
to the human ear.

Smaller than 
WAV



The need for compression

Compression reduces the size of files. This is necessary for media files
as they can be very large.

Compressing them means that more files can be stored on backing storage
devices, they will also be faster to transmit and download over the Internet.

There are two types of compression:

Lossless - reduces the size of files but does not lose any
information in the process.

Lossy - reduces the size of files by removing some information.



Media Types

Bit-mapped Graphic Standard File Formats

Compression Animation Transparency
Colour
Depth

JPEG Lossy no no 24 bit

GIF Lossless yes yes 8 bit

PNG Lossless no yes 24 bit



Factors affecting file size

Colour depth – The number of bits used to 

store the colour of each pixel in a bitmap graphic.

• Measured in bits.

E.g. 24-bit colour.



Factors affecting file size

Resolution – The number of pixels in a graphic.

• Resolution is measured in Dots per Inch (dpi).

• High-res graphics have lots of small pixels.

• Low-res graphics have a small number of large pixels.

• High-res graphics are therefore better quality.

• More data means more disk space.



Factors affecting file size

Sampling rate – The number of times a sound is sampled per 

second.

• Sampling rate is measured in Hz.

• A higher sampling rate will result in better quality sound but 

will also result in an increased file size.

• E.g. CD quality audio has a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz (41,100 

Hz).



HTML Tags

Audio:

<audio controls>
<source src="horse.ogg" type="audio/ogg">
<source src="horse.mp3" type="audio/mpeg">
Your browser does not support the audio tag.

</audio>

The <audio> tag defines sound, such as music or other audio streams.

Currently, there are 3 supported file formats for the <audio> element: MP3,
Wav, and Ogg.



HTML Tags

Video:

<video width="320" height="240" controls>
<source src="G:\Resources\Computing\4.Nat 4&5\Web\2.Visit Scotland 

Practical\Skye.mp4" type="video/mp4">
<source src="Skye.ogg" type="video/ogg">
Your browser does not support the video tag.

</video>

The <video> tag specifies video, such as a movie clip or other video
streams.

Currently, there are 3 supported video formats for the <video> element:
MP4, WebM, and Ogg.



Addressing

Relative
Uses a path from the current page.
Example:
<video width="320" height="240" controls>

<source src="media/movie.mp4" type="video/mp4">
</video>

Absolute
Uses the complete URL or path.
Example:
<video width="320" height="240" controls>

<source src="G/documents/mywebsite/media/movie.mp4" type
="video/mp4">

</video>



Copyright, Designs and Patents Act

This act gives rights to the developers so that their work is

not copied or adapted without permission.

In web development we need to consider the copyright

status of text, graphics, audio and video content.

The Copyright Designs and Patents Act makes it illegal:

• To download media without the permission of the
copyright holder

• To include copyrighted material on a business' site
without permission



Copyright, Designs and Patents Act

If media is displayed on a website but it is not owned

by the developer then they must:

• Get permission in advance to use it

• Give credit for the use of the media



JavaScript

JavaScript is the programming language of HTML and the Web.

1. HTML to define the content of web pages

2. CSS to specify the way it looks (layout)

3. JavaScript to program the behaviour of web pages



JavaScript

Scripting Languages
JavaScript is used to add features and make webpages more dynamic and
interactive

Examples:

• Menus / Navigation bars

• Search

• Login



JavaScript

Example 1 - Inline
Inline functions have been added for the mouseover and mouseout
attributes.

<h1 onmouseover="style.color='red'" onmouseout="style.color='black'">

Top 5 Scottish Tourist Attractions

</h1>



JavaScript

Example 2 – In page script
This script has been written to create
two functions, changered() and
changeblack().

The <script> and </script> are used
to let the browser know that anything
contained between these tags is
written in JavaScript.

Within the <script> and </script>
tags it is possible to write JavaScript
code or link to an external JavaScript
file.

<script>

function changered(x) {

x.style.color = ‘red’;

}

function changeblack(x) {

x.style.color = ‘black’;

}

</script>



JavaScript

Example 2- Define Functions

Lines 2-4 show the function
called changered().

This function will change the
style of an element to red if the
element calls this function.

<script>

function changered(x) {

x.style.color = ‘red’;

}

function changeblack(x) {

x.style.color = ‘black’;

}

</script>



JavaScript

Example 2 – Define Functions

Lines 5-7 show the function called
changeblack().

This function will change the style
of an element to black if the
element calls this function.

<script>

function changered(x) {

x.style.color = ‘red’;

}

function changeblack(x) {

x.style.color = ‘black’;

}

</script>



JavaScript

Example 2 – Calling a function with parameter
For the previous code to run, it is necessary to call the functions from a
HTML tag.

In the HTML shown below a heading is being used.

<h1 onmouseover=“changered(this)” onmouseout=“changeblack(this)”>Welcome</h1>



JavaScript

Example 3 – Selecting by ID
This script has been written to create
two functions, mouseOver() and
mouseOut().

The <script> and </script> are used
to let the browser know that anything
contained between these tags is
written in JavaScript.

Within the <script> and </script>
tags it is possible to write JavaScript
code or link to an external JavaScript
file.

<script>

function mouseOver() {

document.getElementById('demo').style.color = ‘red’;

}

function mouseOut() {

document.getElementById('demo').style.color = ‘black’;

}

</script>



JavaScript

Example 3 - Selecting by ID

Lines 2-4 show the function
called mouseOver().

This function will change the
style of an element to red if the
ID of that element is called
'demo'.

<script>

function mouseOver() {

document.getElementById('demo').style.color = ‘red’;

}

function mouseOut() {

document.getElementById('demo').style.color = ‘black’;

}

</script>



JavaScript

Example 3 - Selecting by ID

Lines 5-7 show the function called
mouseOut().

This function will change the style
of an element to black if the ID of
that element is called 'demo'.

<script>

function mouseOver() {

document.getElementById('demo').style.color = ‘red’;

}

function mouseOut() {

document.getElementById('demo').style.color = ‘black’;

}

</script>



JavaScript

Example 3 – Call a function without parameter
For the previous code to run, it is necessary for there to be an HTML
element with the ID 'demo'.

In the HTML shown below a heading is being used. This heading is
identified as 'demo'.

<h1 id=“demo” onmouseover=“mouseOver()” onmouseout=“mouseOut()”>Welcome</h1>



Testing 

• Does it match the User Interface design?

• Is the User Interface consistent?

• Do the hyperlinks work properly?

• Does the search work? (if appropriate)

• Does the media display correctly? (text, graphics, video, etc.)



Evaluation

Fit for Purpose

This is the most important criteria when
evaluating a website

Does it meet functional and user 
requirements identified at the Analysis 

stage?


